Your Opinion Counts!

Get To Know Your Judicial Candidates Before You Vote.

Go to electncjudges.org

The North Carolina Bar Association’s Judicial Performance Evaluation reports for the 2016 election cycle are available at electncjudges.org. For these reports, North Carolina lawyers were surveyed and asked to assess the performance of judges about whom they had sufficient professional contact to evaluate their integrity and impartiality; legal ability; professionalism; communication; administrative skills; and overall performance.

Phase I of the survey was conducted Oct. 5-26, 2015. Phase II was conducted Dec. 23, 2015, through Jan. 20, 2016. The results of these two surveys will be combined in a brief report for the primary election, scheduled March 15. Following the primary, a final report will be produced for the November election. Go to electncjudges.org to view these reports.

The reports are provided as a public service by the North Carolina Bar Association and its Judicial Performance Evaluation Committee, and are not intended as a recommendation or endorsement of any candidate.